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Abstract

Our goal is to determine whether or not the observed sudden termination of the Edgeworth–Kuiper belt can be the result of per
from a hypothetical planet. We investigate the effects that such an object would produce on the primordial orbital distribution if t
neptunian objects, for a range of masses and orbital parameters of the hypothetical planet. In this numerical investigation, the
the hypothetical planet was influenced by the existing planets but not by its interaction with the disk. We find that no set of pa
produce results that match the observed data. Dynamical interaction with the disk is likely to be important so that the orbit of the hy
planet changes significantly during the integration interval. This is also discussed. The overall conclusion is that none of the m
the hypothetical planet that were investigated can reproduce the observed features of the Edgeworth–Kuiper belt starting from an
primordial distribution.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since the discovery byJewitt and Luu (1993)of the first
trans-neptunian object the region has proved to be full of
expected features (seeFig. 1). First, it was realized that
large number of the objects were orbiting in mean-mo
resonances with Neptune, most residing in the 2: 3 exte-
rior mean-motion resonance.Because their orbits are sim
ilar to that of Pluto, these members are popularly kno
as plutinos. As the number of plutinos initially appea
to be very high compared to what might be expected f
random capture,Malhotra (1995)suggested that radial m
gration of Neptune could enhance the number of obj
captured in resonance. However, recent observation
Trujillo et al. (2001)indicate that the ratio of the numb
of known resonant to classical Edgeworth–Kuiper obje
(EKOs) do not show an excess of the former, which
ther removes the need for the radial migration hypoth
or implies that the capture efficiency is smaller than pre
ously suggested(Melita and Brunini, 2000). An additional
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subclass of EKO’s has now been identified, compose
objects moving on orbits with large semimajor axes
high eccentricity. They have popularly been called the ‘S
tered disk objects’ (SDOs), because it was considered
they formed as a result of recurrent close encounter
classical belt objects with Neptune(Duncan and Levison
1997). However, the discovery of some SDOs with peri
lia so large as to be beyond the control of the Neptune
led to other theories for their origin(Gladman et al., 2001
Collander-Brown et al., 2001).

As more EKOs were discovered and the distribution
orbital elements became gradually known, it was reali
that there were many more objects on orbits with high
centricity and high inclination than might be expected o
formation model within a standard solar nebula. A numbe
explanations for this have been suggested, including a
sient interaction with a massive planetesimals(Morbidelli
and Valsechi, 1997), secular-resonance sweeping(Nagasawa
and Ida, 2000; Gomes, 2003)and a close stellar passage(Ida
et al., 2000).

It is also clear that beyond 50 AU there is a total la
of discoveries of trans-neptunian objects with low eccen
tricities and inclinations. There is an edge to the class
Edgeworth–Kuiper belt(Trujillo and Brown, 2001; Allen e
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Fig. 1. Observed multiopposition EKBOs. The lines of perihelion dista
at 30 and 35 AU are indicated.

al., 2001). It was suggested byStern and Colwell (1997a
that at large distances the relative velocities are too s
for self-interactions to be important, so that an increas
the EKO surface density should be expected beyond 50
Present observations indicate that, if the edge at 50 AU
resents the start of a gap rather than the termination o
disk, then the ‘outer’ disk does not start again until at le
∼ 75 AU from the Sun.Levison and Morbidelli (2003)sug-
gested that these features can be explained if the belt init
formed closer to the Sun and was pushed outwards as a
sequence of the outward migration of Neptune.

Another possible explanation for both the highly e
cited state and the edge is the existence of some other
turbing agent, not yet included in dynamical theory, wh
operated—or operates—in the region. Two possibilities
either a close stellar passage or an undiscovered planet
stellar passage scenario has been discussed(Ida et al., 2000;
Kobayashi et al., 2004; Melita et al., 2004). In this work
we investigate the plausibility of the additional planet h
pothesis. It is clear, as was shown byBrunini and Melita
(2002) that a Mars-sized body orbiting at∼ 60 AU at a
moderately eccentric and inclined orbit can provide the p
turbations necessary to remove objects from that gen
-

-

e

l

location. What has not been investigated is whether s
a body can also generate high inclination high eccentricity
orbits while preserving the numbers of resonant and cla
cal bodies. We thus investigate numerically the effects
hypothetical planet (with various masses and orbital para
ters) on the distribution of bodies in the Edgeworth–Kui
belt.

2. The dynamics of the classical EKB–Planet X
interaction

A broad-brush view of the effects of a tenth planet is e
to describe. The observed classical Edgeworth–Kuiper
jects lie on orbits that are far from Neptune. Hence, exce
for those lying close to a secular resonance (for the loca
of secular resonances seeKnezévic et al., 1991), their orbits
are stable(Duncan et al., 1995). On the other hand, becau
of their high eccentricity, the scattered belt objects can h
perihelia close to the orbit of Neptune and their orbits
be heavily perturbed in a close encounter. Since slightly
ferent geometries of the close encounter can result in
different outcomes, the scattering can be regarded as ch
The end-states could range from Centaurs to objects in
perbolic orbits(Levison and Duncan, 1997).

Planet X perturbs the surrounding objects mainly thro
gravitational close encounters, which is an interaction w
a timescale much smaller than the orbital period. For a
disk, the period between encounters depends on the syn
period. The strength of the perturbation depends on the s
major axis, the relative longitudes and the mass of Plan
(see, for example,Duncan et al., 1989). Subsequent to eac
encounter, the interaction with Planet X is negligible, unl
the objects fall into any of its resonances.

If the initial eccentricity of the EKBO is large, it ca
be reduced following an encounter. Thus, with time, in
a–e plot a bell-shaped distribution develops, centered at
semimajor axis of the Planet X. Objects with large syno
period compared to that of Planet X suffer encounters o
rarely. How sharp and tall the bell distribution is depends
the mass and orbit of Planet X.

3. The model

It is clear that the dynamics described above can no
followed by analytical means. Our simulations involve t
numerical integration of the equations of motion of mass
particles representing the primordial Edgeworth–Kuiper
in the region of interest. These are assumed to move thro
the gravitational field of the Sun, the four giant planets a
Planet X, of roughly terrestrial size. Planet X is assigned
of differing initial values of semimajor axis,aP , eccentricity
eP , inclination iP and massmP . Other than the effects o
the Sun and the four major planets, no other perturbat
are considered to act on Planet X in this simulation. He
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there is little change in the orbital parameters of Plane
throughout the simulation.

A total of 300 bodies were taken to represent the
tial belt, with orbital elements uniformly distributed in th
ranges 35< a < 80 AU, 0.0 < e < 0.05, 0.0◦ < i < 5.0◦,
wherea denote the semimajor axis,e the eccentricity andi
the inclination. A ‘Plutino’ population of another 20 tes
particles in known long term stable orbits has been
added. We use the stability of this group as an additio
constraint.

The numerical integrator used is a hybrid symplectic s
ond order method previously used inBrunini and Melita
(2002), which treats close encounters using a Burlish
Stoer integrator with the strategy developed byChambers
(1999). The integration time was in the range of 1–4.5×109

years.

4. Results

The observed EKB distribution is shown inFig. 1. The
aim of any simulation must be to reproduce someth
akin to this. In particular we are looking for the continu
existence of high eccentricity plutinos, the sharp edg
∼ 48 AU and the existence of SDOs, that is high inclin
tion, high eccentricity objects. There are constraints on th
range of values for some of the parameters.

The IRAS survey detected no planet and so the bright
of any hypothetical planet in the infrared must be below
limiting magnitude of that survey. The observed brightn
depends on size and distance. Since the infrared brigh
comes from emission (rather than reflection), then the
sults are not sensitive to the albedo. According toHogg et al.
(1991), the maximum allowed mass at 60 AU is aboutM⊕,
increasing to about 3M⊕ at 70 AU. In our investigations w
thus only select masses for Planet X that are consistent
these limits.

A further restriction comes from the fact that a signific
number of both plutinos and classical EKBO’s must surv
By running our program, we found that planets at 55
or less tend to clear completely the EKB. Hence we h
not investigate hypothetical planets with a semimajor a
smaller than 55 AU.

A total of 14 runs were carried out, each with a differ
set of parameters for Planet X. These were not all pr
lected, the information gleaned from one set of runs
then used to restrict the choice of further sets of para
ters. Al runs were inspected after running for 109 years. If
it was very clear that no serious evolution towards the
served end state was taking place, or that most objects
being lost, the run was terminated. Otherwise the integra
continued up to 4.5× 109 years. The adopted values and
tegration time are shown inTable 1. The order in the table i
by increasingaP , and not the chronological order in whic
the runs were actually performed. Also shown in the ta
is fPLU, the fraction of plutinos surviving to the end of th
s

e

Table 1
Initial orbital parameters and masses of the planetoid for each simulat

Run mP (M⊕) aP (AU) eP iP (deg) Tsim (109 y) fPLU

1 1/10 56 0.15 10 1 0.5
2 1 60 0.1 10 1 0.65
3 1/3 60 0.2 10 4.5 0.15
4 1/3 60 0.15 10 4.5 0.65
5 1/3 60 0.15 15 4.5 0.45
6 0.2 60 0.2 10 1 0.3
7 1/10 60 0.0 10 1 1
8 1/10 60 0.1 10 1 1
9 1/10 60 0.2 10 1 0.75

10 1/10 60 0.3 10 1 0.2
11 1/10 61 0.2 10 1 0.65
12 0.087 61 0.2 10 4.5 0.6
13 0.16 61 0.2 10 4.5 0.3
14 3.33 70 0.25 10 4.5 0.05

The corresponding total simulated time,Tsim and the fraction of plutinos
left at the end of the simulation,fPLU, are also given.

simulation. A small value would indicate that the mode
unacceptable, irrespective of its success in generating a
at 50 AU or a good population of SDO’s.

In Fig. 2 we show the final EKB distributions for thre
different values of the eccentricity of the planetoid, keepin
other parameters the same. These are runs 8, 9, and
the above table. It is apparent that high values of both ec
tricity and inclination have been generated in all three ca
However, neither the eccentricity nor the inclinations h
reached the maximum values in the observed data (Fig. 1)
when the eccentricity is 0.1. For the other two values, the e
centricity reaches the correct range, but the inclinations a
still low. However, in none of the cases is there any real in
cation of an edge developing at 50 AU. Hence we conc
that these sets of parameters do not satisfy the requirem
It is also clear that the distribution obtained wheneP = 0.3
is no better than that obtained wheneP = 0.2. Hence explo
ration of sets with larger values ofeP was not undertaken
In run 11 (not shown) the semimajor axis was increa
slightly to 61 AU, from the value of 60 in run 9, but th
did not produce any improvement and so exploration of
parameter space with further small changes inaP was not
undertaken.

In Fig. 3we investigate the effect of changing the mas
Planet X and show the final distribution for runs 3, 6, and
that is with aP = 60 AU, eP = 0.2 and iP = 10◦. As ex-
pected, there is evidence thatincreasing the mass increas
both the inclination and the eccentricity of the belt popu
lation. Indeed it may be claimed that the high end roug
matches the observation. However, there is still no real
of a gap being cleared or an edge developing.

The major problem in the above runs has been an inab
to generate a gap in the final distribution. We thus inve
gate a set of situations that is most likely to produce a g
namely an orbit with a perihelion distance close to 50 A
and a mass as large as possible, consistent with nondete
by IRAS at the mean orbital distanceaP (not at perihelion)
These are runs 1, 2, and 14, with the final distribution be
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.
Fig. 2. Final eccentricity and inclination distributions generated in the belt population for different values of the eccentricity,eP of the hypothetical planet
The mass of the planet is 0.1M⊕ and the initial semimajor axis isaP = 60 AU. These are runs 10, 9, and 8 fromTable 1. The lines of representing
orbits with perihelion distances of 30 and 35 AU are indicated. Planet X crossing orbits refer to values of the eccentricity such that lines indicatingthat the
aphelion/perihelion of the orbit at the given semimajor axes coincide with the perihelion/aphelion of Planet X.
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shown inFig. 4. There is now clear evidence of bodies b
ing removed from around 50 AU. However none of the fi
distributions really look like the observed distribution.

We thus conclude that none of parameter sets for Plan
that we have investigated produce a final orbital distri
tion in the belt that matches observations. Since we h
made attempts to investigate the extremes of accep
parameters for Planet X, we conclude that the Plane
scenario does not work. in some cases the exited
of the belt can be produced, but no gap. In other
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Fig. 3. Final eccentricity and inclination distributions generated in the belt population after 1 Gyr for different values of the mass,mP of the hypothetical
planet. The eccentricity of the planet iseP = 0.2, the inclinationiP = 10◦ and the initial semimajor axis isaP = 60 AU. These are runs 3, 6, and 9. The lin
have the same meaning as inFig. 2.
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gap is formed, but classical belt objects and plutinos
lost.

There is a further difficulty with the Planet X models th
have been investigated. The parameter set that gets
est to the observed distribution involves a large plane
a large distance. According toStern and Colwell (1997b,
-

the accretion of such a big object at those distance
very unlikely. A further problem is that the only effect o
Planet X that we have included is the gravitational per
bations of the major planets. The primordial disk that
have considered is in fact far more massive than Plane
Hence, as Planet X has a gravitational effect on the d
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Fig. 4. Final eccentricity and inclination distributions generated in thebelt population after 1 Gyr for different orbital and physical parametersof Planet X. The
initial perihelion distance in all cases is∼ 50 AU. These are runs 14, 2, and 1. The lines have the same meaning as inFig. 2. Masses are inM⊕.
t X.
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eing
we should expect a corresponding reaction on Plane
In other words, it is unrealistic to assume that the o
of Planet X effectively remains with a value of eccentr
ity close to the initial one throughout the integration
terval. We consider these points further in the next s
tion.
5. Evolution of the orbit of a hypothetical Planet X

As we have said, the accretion of a terrestrial-s
Planet X at around 60 AU is not very likely(Stern and Col-
well, 1997b). A far more likely formation location is the
Uranus–Neptune region, with the planet subsequently b
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Fig. 5. τ1 as a function ofmP for a planetoid ata = 80 AU and a massive
EKB.

expelled by either Uranus or Neptune after these have
ready accumulated much of their present mass(Brunini and
Melita, 2002). A close encounter with Neptune can not pla
Planet X on an orbit similar to those investigated, since th
point at which the encounter took place must be on both
old and the new orbit. Hence interaction with the primord
Edgeworth–Kuiper belt is essential. We first tackle this pr
lem by semianalytical means and then produce the resu
a numerical simulation.

For moderate to large eccentricities the scale of the in
action with the disk is local. In this case,Papaloizou (2002
gives the rate of change of the eccentricity of the planet

(1)

(
deP

dt

)
DF

= πΩ�a3
P (1.0− e2

P )3/2mP

2RH e2
P M2�

,

whereΩ is the mean motion of Planet X,� is the surface
mass-density of the disk andRH is local interaction dis
tance, which we take as the Hill radius. We can calcu
a time-scaleτ1 for a significant change in eccentricity, (th
is (�eP )/e0 ≈ 1)) for any given set of disk parameters a
initial Planet X parameters.

Fig. 5 showsτ1 for a disk of mass 30M⊕ and planet
with initial perihelion distance of 35 AU and semimajor a
80 AU for varying planetary massmP .

As can be seen, the time-scale for the orbit of Earth-m
planet to significantly change is less than 107 y. Kenyon
and Luu (1999)claim that a massive disk is still present
these time-scales, with large Edgeworth–Kuiper objects
forming. This tells us that Planet X can easily escape fro
the Neptune crossing regime with the available time, b
also says that the orbit will be essentially circular. The d
does not tell us the radius of the circular orbit since it de
only with changes in the semimajor axis. Though the tim
scales change slightly, the conclusions remain the sam
any planet with mass in the range 0.33–3M⊕.

In order that the planet is decoupled from the contro
Neptune, we need to consider the rate of change of ec
tricity caused by recurrent close-encounters with Nept
( deP

dt
)E . If this is much greater than the rate of change

timated above, then this effect will dominate. (deP

dt
)E can

be estimated as follows. At perihelion, the velocity of
Planet and the kick it receives from Neptune are roughly
thogonal, implying a minimal change in both energy and m
f

r

-

Fig. 6. ( deP
dt )DF as a function ofmP . Also shown by the dotted lines a

the values of( deP
dt

)E whenaP = 40 and 300 AU.

mentum, hence the perihelion distanceq will remain roughly
constant. Energy conservation gives

(2)�e ≈ GM2
NEPq

b2V 2
r M�

,

whereMNEP is the mass of Neptune, andVr is the relative
velocity at the encounter. We assume thatq ≈ 35 AU and the
impact parameterb ≈ 5 AU is. From this we obtain

(3)

(
deP

dt

)
E

� �e/TS,

whereTS is the time between encounters with Neptune.
assume thatTS is approximately given by the synodic p
riod of the planet with respect to Neptune. Note that w
the Planet at perihelion, the time between encounters ca
larger than this, so that our estimation of( deP

dt
)DF is an upper

limit.
In Fig. 6 we show the values of( deP

dt
)DF as a function

of mP . Also shown is the estimated value of( deP

dt
)E for a

planet witha = 40 AU anda = 300 AU. If mP > 0.3M⊕,
it is apparent that the decoupling is possible for all reas
able values ofaP providedmP > 0.3M⊕. Further, ifmP <

0.05M⊕, there is no reasonable value ofaP so that decou
pling can take place. Cometary-sized planetesimals w
either be expelled from the Solar System or would still
found only in the Scattered disk. This estimation indica
that objects with large perihelion such as 2000 CR105 will
not be ‘trapped’ in the disk. However since we taken an
per limit for ( deP

dt
)DF, the masses that can be captured m

be smaller. In reality the behavior is very sensitive to
conditions in the disk and a more detailed numerical stud
necessary to explore this. This will be carried out in the n
section.

6. A numerical simulation of the orbital evolution

Given sufficient computer power, producing a compu
simulation of the whole process, including the effects o
primordial disk, is not difficult. AsFigs. 7 and 8we show
the evolution of two hypothetical planets of masses 0.3 and
3M⊕ with semimajor axes at 80 and 62 AU, respective
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Fig. 7. Eccentricity evolution of a planet of mass 0.3M⊕ embedded in a disk
of total mass 30M⊕ .The end-state of the disk after 30 My is also shown

embedded in a disk of total mass 30M⊕ produced by H. Lev-
ison(Duncan et al., 1998).

These firmly confirm the conclusions reached inSection 5
above, namely that the orbit of any hypothetical Plane
become circular well within the integration time conside
and the semimajor axes do not show any significant ev
tion. Once this occurs, only a very narrow gap can be sw
out, as can be seen.

7. Discussion

In this work we have assessed the possibility of the e
tence of Planet X, using the known EKBO distribution. O
simulations show that no set of parameters for Planet X
reproduce the observed EKO distribution. There seem t
only two outcomes, either a gap is not cleared, or the pro
removes large numbers of plutinos and classical belt ob
as well as generating a gap.

A discussion of the evolution of the orbit of Planet X al
shows that it is not possible for the planet to be on an ec
tric orbit at the distances investigated. Indeed the orbital
tribution of the Scatter disk as we observe is not consis
with the existence of Planet X(Melita and Williams, 2004).

Given these conclusions, observational detection o
continuation of the Classical EKB beyond 80 AU wou
Fig. 8. Eccentricity evolution of a planet of mass 3.3M⊕ embedded in a disk
of total mass 30M⊕ . The end-state of the disk after 10 My is also shown

lead to an interesting dynamical problem. Similarly, the d
covery of a real Planet X would imply a greater primord
number of plutinos. This would add considerable strengt
the resonance capture and outward planetary migration pro
posed byMalhotra (1995).
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